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In cells, one of the main roles of ceramide-enriched membrane domains is to recruit or exclude intracellular
signaling molecules and receptors, thereby facilitating signal transduction cascades. Accordingly, in model
membranes, even low contents of ceramide segregate into lateral domains. The impact of theN-acyl chain on this
segregation andon themorphology of the domains remains to be explored.UsingLangmuirmonolayers, we have
systematically studied binary mixtures of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) and ceramide
(2:1, molar ratio) and varied theN-acyl chain length of ceramide from 2 to 24 carbon atoms (Cer2 to Cer24). Fluid
Cer2, Cer6, and Cer8/DMPCmixtures were miscible at all surface pressures. Longer ceramides, however, formed
surface pressure-dependent immiscible mixtures with DMPC. The domain morphology under fluorescence
microscopy after including a trace amount of fluorescent NBD-phosphatidylcholine into DMPC/Cer mixtures
was found to be very sensitive to the N-acyl chain length. Shorter ceramides (Cer10-Cer14) formed flower-like
(seaweed) domains, whereas longer ceramides (N-acyl chain length >14 carbon atoms) formed round and
regular domains.We attribute the formation of the flower patterns to diffusivemorphological instabilities during
domain growth.

Introduction

Langmuir monolayers of amphiphiles, such as phospholi-
pids, residing at the air/water interface showmesoscopic (i.e.,
micrometer scale) structure/domain formation in the course
of a first-order phase transition between the isotropic and an
anisotropic quasi-two-dimensional fluid phase.1,2 Typically
such monolayers are prepared in a Langmuir-type trough
permitting a continuous decrease of the area permolecule (A),
and resulting in an increase of the lateral pressure (π) along the
film. Because the structures are mesoscopic, visualization of
these coexisting phases can be made under Brewster angle
microscopyor fluorescencemicroscopyafter including a small
amount of fluorescent probes into the monolayer.3-5

It has been almost universally thought that the equilibrium
domain sizes as well as the shapes in lipid monolayers are
determined by a competition between line tension and
electrostatic dipolar repulsion of the charge-carrying head-
groups.1,2,6-9 In the same spirit, it has been proposed that

properties such as chirality, hydrogen bonding capacity, and
the spontaneous curvature of the constituent lipids might be
additionally important in determining the shape of these
domains.10,11While dipolar interactions are indeed important
in many other systems, phase transformation kinetics may
lead to metastable nonequilibrium domains, whose size and
shape reflect the history of the phase transformation process.
Here, we propose a mechanism based on such ideas. The
present concept complements other principles that have been
proposed for pattern formation over the past few years.12-14

As formembrane lipids, let us first highlight the importance
of sphingolipids. They can be found in all eukaryotic cells: the
major phosphosphingolipid sphingomyelin is very abundant
in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane constituting
∼ 30% of all lipids in that membrane.15 The structure of
sphingolipids is based on the long chain sphingosine, which is
subsequently N-acylated to form ceramide; more complex
sphingolipids are formed by the addition of polar headgroups
to the C1 position of ceramide.16 In cells, ceramide is formed
by the hydrolysis of sphingomyelin by sphingomyelinase
to yield ceramide and a water-soluble phosphocholine, or
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alternatively by de novo synthesis of ceramide.17-19 Ceramide
has been confirmed to function as a second messenger in
several cellular processes, including apoptosis, growth sup-
pression, differentiation, and cell senescence (for reviews, see,
e.g., refs 17 and 18). Yet the downstream signaling events
remain to be elucidated. Ceramides are very hydrophobic and
reside at the place of its production,20 thus ceramides gener-
ated in various organelles might show their activity at the site
of production. In keepingwith this, ceramide generated by the
acidic sphingomyelinase in the lysosome remains in this
organelle.21

Ceramide bilayers are highly ordered and show a highmain
phase transition temperature that is probably due to minimal
hydration and strong hydrogen bonding capacity between
ceramide headgroups.22,23 In keepingwith this, fully hydrated
N-palmitoylsphingosine (Cer16) displays the main phase
transition at 90-93 �C. Interestingly, this transition is inde-
pendent of theN-acyl chain length of ceramides from 16 to 20
carbon atoms.24,25 In Langmuir monolayers, L

::
ofgren and

Pascher26 showed that N-octadecanoyl-sphingosine (Cer18)
and N-nervonoyl-sphingosine (Cer24:1) revealed expanded to
condensed force-area isotherms lacking any additional phase
transitions between two mesomorphic states of the lipid
monolayer. The small collapse area (∼40 Å2) measured for
these lipids indicated that the hydrocarbon chains were
packed into crystalline arrays with chains perpendicular to
the air/water interface resembling the monolayer packing of
long-chain fatty acids.

We and others27,28 have studied mixtures of ceramides and
phosphatidylcholines in Langmuir monolayers. We pre-
viously characterized the behavior of mixtures of Cer16 and
Cer24:1 with 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DMPC). Cer16 was shown to be highly immiscible with
DMPC, whereas the longer and unsaturated N-acyl chain
was substantially more miscible into the DMPC matrix.27

Importantly, the domain morphologies for the two ceramides
mixed withDMPCwere distinctively different. For the Cer16/
DMPC 1:1 mixture, dark ceramide-enriched domains exhib-
ited a complex network with some round domains entrapped
into the bright continuum. Cer24:1/DMPC films exhibited
already at low ceramide concentrations flower-like solid
domains.

The current studywas undertaken to systematically explore
the effect of changing the length of the N-acyl chain of
ceramide on domain morphology. Despite a number of
studies, domain growth in Langmuir monolayers is not fully
understood. Yet these systems display very rich and
diverse phenomena. As a recent elegant example, Flores
et al.13,14 explained pattern formation in a single-component

monolayer using stability concepts fromdendritic growth and
dynamic phase transitions, and Bruinsma et al.12 have sug-
gested a pattern formation mechanism based on the Maran-
goni instability. In this article, we argue that the different
domain morphologies arise from a subtle interplay between
nucleation and growth. Specifically, surface pressure acts as a
driving force for the formation of the ceramide-rich gel phase,
and these gel domains growby excludingDMPCmolecules. It
is well-known since the seminal work by Mullins and Seker-
ka29 that this type of growth typically results in the formation
of morphological instabilities and flower-like patterns in the
regime where nucleation rates are slow. At fixed surface
pressure, however, an increase in the ceramide chain length
increases the driving force for the phase transformation due to
attractive van der Waals interactions.1 Additionally, an in-
creasing chain length of ceramide drives changes in ceramides’
conformational and hydrogen bonding properties, which
favor clustering at very low surface pressures.30 Thus, nuclea-
tion is enhanced, and the domains saturate in size before
diffusional instabilities take over. We will discuss this view in
more detail below.

Materials and Methods

DMPC was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Cer-
amides were from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL),
and NBD-PC was purchased from Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR). Their purity was checked by thin-layer chro-
matography on silicic acid-coated plates (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany) using chloroform/methanol/water (65:25:4, v/v/v)
for DMPC and NBD-PC, and 1,2-dichloroethane/methanol/
water (90:20:0.5, v/v/v) as the solvent system for the cera-
mides. Examination of the plates after iodine staining revealed
no impurities. Concentrations of the lipids were determined
gravimetrically using a high-precision electrobalance (Cahn,
Cerritos, CA).

Compression Isotherms. A computer-controlled Lang-
muir-type film balance μThrougS (Kibron, Inc., Helsinki,
Finland) was used to record compression isotherms (π-A).
All glassware used was rinsed thoroughly with ethanol and
purified water (Millipore). To ensure complete evaporation
of the solvents, the films were allowed to settle for 10 min
before recording the π-A isotherms. Lipids (ceramide/
DMPC 1:2 molar ratio) were dissolved in chloroform and
spread in this solvent (1 mg/mL) onto the buffer (10 mM
phosphate-saline buffer, 1MNaCl, pH 6.6) at∼25 �C. The
monolayers were compressed at a rate of 4 Å2/molecule/min.
Surface pressure π is defined as

π ¼ γ0 -γ

where γ0 is the surface tension of the air/buffer interface, and
γ is the value for surface tension in the presence of a lipid
monolayer compressed at varying packing densities.
Monolayer surface potential (ΔV ) was measured using the
vibrating plate method ( μSpot, Kibron, Inc.). All compres-
sion isotherms were repeated at least two times to ensure
reproducibility.

Fluorescence Microscopy of Monolayers. Lateral organi-
zation of the mixedmonolayers of DMPC and ceramide was
observed by fluorescence microscopy and using a computer
controlledWilhelmy-type film balance ( μTrough S, Kibron,
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Inc., Helsinki, Finland), as described earlier.27 The trough
was mounted on the stage of an inverted microscope (Zeiss
IM-35, Jena, Germany), and the quartz-glass window in the
bottom of the trough was positioned over an extra long
working distance 20� objective (Nikon). A 450-490 nm
bandpass filter was used for excitation, and a 520 nm long-
pass filter was used for emission. Images were recorded with
a Peltier-cooled 12-bit digital camera (C4742-95, Hamamat-
su, Japan) operatingwith running image processing software
(HiPic, version 4.2.0, Hamamatsu, Japan). NBD-PC
(X= 0.01) was used as a fluorescent probe. Stock solutions
of the probe and the lipids, DMPC/ceramide/NBD-PC at a
molar ratio of 66:33:1, were prepared in chloroform (∼1 mg/
mL) and stored at -20 �C. These mixtures were applied on
the air-buffer (10 mM phosphate-saline buffer, 1 MNaCl,
pH 6.6) interface using a Hamilton microsyringe to initial
areas of 100 ( 10 Å2/acyl chain (for the sake of clarity we
consider the sphingosine backbone of ceramide as an acyl
chain). After an equilibration period of 10min, themonolayers
were compressed symmetrically using two barriers at a rate of
2.5 Å2/acyl chain/min. After reaching the indicated values for
surface pressure (π), the compression was stopped, and the
monolayer was allowed to settle for 2-4min prior to recording
the image. All measurements were done at an ambient tem-
perature of 25 ( 1 �C and were repeated at least twice.

Results

We have previously characterized mixed monolayers of
Cer16/DMPC andCer24:1/DMPCmonolayers and found that
the domain morphology of these mixtures was distinctively
different.27 Accordingly, here we systematically studied the
effect of theN-acyl chain of ceramide on the domainmorphol-
ogy. We used a series of saturated synthetic N-acyl chain-
sphingosines, i.e., ceramides. The N-acyl chain length was
varied from 2 to 24 carbon atoms. We will concentrate on
the results of Cer12, Cer14, Cer16, and Cer18 mixtures with
DMPC and only briefly discuss the other lipid mixtures. In all
experiments, themolar ratio was kept constant at a ratio of 1:2
for ceramide/DMPC. Force-area isotherms were recorded,
and these films were further investigated by fluorescence
microscopy.31 For Cer2/DMPC film at high surface pressure,
ceramide was partly solubilized, as evidenced by a small area/
lipid at film collapse and by a considerably large hysteresis in
decompression of the film (not shown). Likewise, it seemed
that Cer6/DMPC monolayers were somewhat unstable based
on hysteresis on decompression. All other films were stable.

The fluorescent lipid analogue, NBD-PC (molar fraction X
= 0.01) readily partitions into the liquid-expanded domains in
the coexistence region.4 At 25 �C and at all surface pressures
below film collapse, neat DMPC monolayers were chain-
disordered, i.e., liquid-expanded and showeda collapse pressure
of approximately 48 mN/m. Fluorescence microscopy of these
monolayers revealed homogeneous distribution of the probe
regardless of π, consistent with the liquid-expanded behavior
(data not shown). Likewise, no discernible phase transitions
were observed for mixtures of DMPC with very short chain
ceramides (Cer2 and Cer6), and also the results of fluorescence
microscopy of these monolayers were consistent with homo-
geneous distribution of probes up to the collapse pressure.

For Cer2/DMPC (and also Cer6/DMPC) film at high sur-
face pressure, ceramide was partly solubilized as evidenced by

a small area/lipid at film collapse and by a considerably large
hysteresis in decompression of the film (data not shown).
While a discontinuity for Cer8/DMPC film was observed at
∼37 mN/m, fluorescence microscopy of this film did not
reveal any inhomogeneity at π e 40 mN/m. A clearly dis-
cernible liquid-expanded to liquid-condensed phase transition
(LEfLC) was observed at ∼25 mN/m for Cer10/DMPC
mixture, accompanied by the formation of irregular (flower-
like) dark domains (data not shown). On the basis of X-ray
diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry32 and as
discussed previously,27 these darkNBD-PCdepleted domains
represent a solid ceramide enriched phase.

Increasing the N-acyl chain length of ceramide to Cer12
further lowered the LEfLC phase transition pressure
to ∼12-14 mN/m (Figure 1A), and this transition was
accompanied by the formation of flower-like solid domains
(Figure 2). Increasing the surface pressure increased the LC
phase coverage from0 at 10mN/m to∼60%at 40mN/m.The
flower-like domain morphology changed to smoother
morphologies in the time course of >1 h, but remained
irregular even after 24 h (not shown). The long time necessary
to form the equilibrium shape indicatesmost likely aweak line
tension of ceramide enriched domains, a low mobility of
ceramide molecules, or both. For Cer14/DMPC mixtures
and for longer ceramide/DMPCmixtures, the LEfLC phase
transition was no longer visible (Figure 1A). The absence of
such a transition at 25 �C suggests that these ceramides have
little or no miscibility in DMPC monolayers.27 Fluorescence
microscopyofCer14/DMPCmixtures revealed already at very
low surface pressures (<1 mN/m) the formation of flower-
like domains (Figure 2). Compression of this mixture qin-
creased the LC phase coverage from 15 (π = 10 mN/m) to
55% (π = 40 mN/m). The flower-like domains were meta-
stable and slowly (>1 h) adoptedmore rounded, yet irregular
shapes (not shown).

Further increase in the N-acyl chain length of ceramide to
Cer16 unexpectedly changed the domain morphology from
flower-like to round and bean-like shapes (Figure 2). This
round shape of the domains was observed also for Cer18,
Cer20, and Cer24/DMPC mixtures (not shown), although the
size of these domains decreased at all surface pressures with
increasing N-acyl chain length. In keeping with previous
observations,33 the domains were slightly larger at higher
surface pressures.

To quantitatively compare the apparent condensing and
expanding effects of different ceramides in a DMPC mono-
layer, we determined themeanmolecular areas at four different
surface pressures, viz., 10, 20, 30, and 40 mN/m (Figure 3A).
These isobars show that, for short N-acyl ceramides (Cer2 to
Cer8), increasing the number of carbon atoms slightly increases
the average area per molecule. Further increase in the N-acyl
chain to Cer10 induces a sharp decrease in A, which remains
practically unaltered up to Cer16. Thereafter further increase in
the length of the N-acyl chain increases A.

To further characterize the effects of ceramide on mem-
brane properties, we also measured surface potential-area
(ΔV-A) isotherms for ceramide/DMPC films. However, for
these uncharged lipid species, ΔV represents the macroscopic
average of the membrane dipole potential as a function of A.
Taking into account the phase separation evident in
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fluorescence microscopy images, the interpretation of the ΔV
data is thus limited. Representative ΔV-A isotherms for
Cer12, Cer14, Cer16, and Cer18/DMPC films are depicted in
Figure 1B and show, as expected, that decreasing the area/
molecule increases ΔV because compression causes the mole-
cules to align in a more vertical orientation, thus affecting the
vertical component of the measured potentials. To facilitate
the viewing of ΔV-A isotherms, we have plotted the ΔV vs
different ceramide isobars at four different surface pressures
(π=10, 20, 30, 40mN/m) inFigure 3B. In essence, increasing
the N-acyl chain length from 2 to 14 ceramide continuously
increasesΔV, whereafter it remains practically unaltered. This
may reflect the smaller size of the domains.

Discussion

The three-dimensional shape of cells has a great impact on
their physiological state. For example, Chen et al.34 showed
that forcing the cells to grow on differently shaped

microdishes determined whether individual cells grew or died.
Thus, a yet unidentified machinery that recognizes the three-
dimensional contour of a cell and possibly similar types of
mechanism(s)mayalso identify two-dimensional platformsor
“rafts” prevailing within cellular membranes. Cells contain a
diverse set of chemically uniquemicrodomains,which serve to
concentrate signaling proteins and lipids and cellular recep-
tors. Because of their characteristic chemical composition, it
may be anticipated that the morphology of these domains
varies, and this can in model membranes be achieved by
simple modification of the lipid composition by enzymatic
hydrolysis of the constituent lipids.35 Khan et al.36 recently
showed that the cholesterol-binding protein NAP-22 identi-
fied raft-like lipid domains and,more importantly, the protein
protected the lipidmembrane from cholesterol extraction and
simultaneously maintained the irregular morphology of the
lipid domains. Accordingly, an intriguing possibility would be
that cells could identify domains by their topography.

With short-chain ceramides (Cer2-Cer8), the substantial
asymmetry of the N-acyl chain compared to the sphingosine
base37 allows the adjacent DMPC acyl chains to wobble more
extensively, thus including these ceramides intoDMPChasonly
a small effect on the average area per molecule (Figure 3A).
Intermediate N-acyl chain length ceramides (Cer10-Cer16) are
organized into ceramide-enriched gel-like domains, and the
membrane becomes more condensed as aresult of a minimum
in hydrophobic mismatch and increased van der Waals inter-
actions. This is evident as a minimum in the average area per
molecule (Figure 3A). These mixtures may behave like a uni-
form pseudocomplex mixture.27 For asymmetric and long
ceramides (N-acyl chain g16 carbon atoms), the end of the
longerN-acyl chain protrudes above themonolayer.With these
ceramides, a repulsive potential between ceramide molecules
promotes miscibility with DMPC. This is evident in the larger
average areas in A versus π isobars showing film expansion
compared to shorter ceramides (Figure 3A). However, for
longer ceramides, there should be an increased attractive po-
tential due to van derWaals interaction between the protruding
acyl chains. This is strengthened by the measured ΔV data
(Figure 3B). Since it is the vertical component of the dipole
moment that determines the measured potentials,ΔV increases
monotonically as the length of the N-acyl chain is increased.

The domain shapes observed in this study are metastable
and hence not in equilibrium; experimentally, it is practically
impossible to observe thermodynamic equilibrium behavior
in these systems over reasonable time scales. We can under-
stand the emergence of distinct domain growthmorphologies
from the following simple physical picture. Long-chain
ceramides start to nucleate as observable clusters already at
very low surface pressures.26,30When nucleation is the driving
force, the domains in a liquid are circular: there is no
instability that becomes active under such conditions. Second,
the domains, under any surface pressure, do not form hex-
agonal structures or lamellar domains,whichwould be typical
equilibrium morphologies if dipolar interactions were the
dominating factor.1 For medium ceramide chain lengths at
relatively low surface pressures, the growing domain is a
(solid-like) gel phase, and domain growth proceeds by the
expulsion of DMPC from the gel phase; the rate of growth of

Figure 1. PanelA.Representative compression isotherms forCer12/
DMPC (9), Cer14/DMPC (b), Cer16/DMPC (2), and Cer18/DMPC
(1) mixtures. Panel B.Representative surface potentialV versusmean
molecular area plots for Cer12/DMPC (9), Cer14/DMPC (b), Cer16/
DMPC (2), and Cer18/DMPC (1) binary mixtures.
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domains is limited by the diffusion of DMPCmolecules away
from the growth front: DMPC does not form a gel under the
current experimental conditions.38 Such diffusion-limited
phase transformationprocesses are known to exhibit irregular
growth morphologies, and the first quantitative explanation
was put forth by Mullins and Sekerka,29 who demonstrated
that the growth front is morphologically unstable toward a
small perturbation for a wide range of perturbation wave-
lengths. The most unstable wavelength sets the characteristic

scale for the pattern, and it can be written39

λMS∼ðd0lDÞ
1
2

where d0 denotes the so-called capillary length (typically 1-10
nm) incorporating the gel-liquid line tension, and lD= 2D/v
is the diffusion length; D is the diffusivity of DMPC, and v is
the growth velocity. ForD=10-11m2/s, v=10-6m/s, and d0
=10-9m, one finds λMS tobe∼1.5� 10-7m. In the case of an
anisotropic capillary length, dendritic structures are observed,

Figure 2. Fluorescence microscopy images of DMPC/ceramide/NBD-PC (66:33:1, molar ratio) monolayers at surface pressures (from left to
right) of 10, 20, 30, and 40mN/m. The first row represents representative images for Cer12/DMPC, second row for Cer14/DMPC, third rowCer16/
DMPC, and lowest row Cer18/DMPC mixtures. Compression rate was 2.5 Å2/acyl chain/min and the subphase was 10 mM phosphate-saline
buffer, 1 M NaCl, pH 6.6. Images were recorded at 25 ( 1 �C. The scale bar represents 20 μm.
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while, for an isotropic d0, tip-splitting seaweed structures
dominate.40 For long ceramide chains, on the other hand,
the driving force for the liquid-gel phase transition at fixed
surface pressure is much larger because of the van der Waals
interaction between the chains.1 Thus, the morphology is
governed by many small domains, which nucleate rapidly
and do not grow large enough to display irregular growth
morphologies. Specifically, rapid nucleationmay suppress the
formation of morphological instabilities by preventing the
domains from reaching a critical size before they become
unstable via the Mullins-Sekerka mechanism; the growth
of the domains ceases once the phase transformation has run
its course. Similarly, ideas based on instabilities and dynamic
phase transitions have been used byFlores et al.13,14 to explain
pattern selection in single-component monolayers of diocta-
decylamine, ethyl palmitate, and ethyl stearate. The seminal
results based on dipole interactions1,2,6-8 and current results
by us,Flores et al.,13,14 andBruinsma et al.12 suggest that there
may be different mechanisms that drive pattern selection and
morphologies dependingon the nature of the system.All these

results demonstrate the rich physics ofmonolayer systems and
stress the fact that more systematic work is needed to under-
stand the selection mechanisms.

Onemay argue that, since the domainmorphology was not
maintained for very long periods (on the order of hours) or
that the observed domains are much larger than those in cells,
these findings have no meaning in understanding cellular
functions. On the contrary, we have to anticipate that cells
are never in equilibrium, and their membranes are under
continuous change in composition. The equilibrium size of
phase-separated domains in model systems will be relatively
large because the systemminimizes energy associated with the
phase boundaries. In fibroblasts, it was shown that the entire
plasma membrane was changed within just 1 h.41 In this
regard, transient changes in the levels of Cer16 have been
shown tobe the trigger to induce apoptosis in Jurkat cells.42 In
this study, levels of other ceramide species remained un-
changed. Our studies suggest that this effect may be due to
instable formation of rigid ceramide domains, possibly with
different thicknesses, that may either recruit certain down-
stream signaling proteins into well-defined and shaped do-
mains, or may hamper the cellular signaling cascades, by
disturbing protein and/or lipid distribution.
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Cer24:1 N-nervonoyl-D-erythro-sphingosine
DMPC 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
LEfLC liquid-expanded to liquid-condensed phase

transition
NBD-PC

2-(12-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl)ami-
no)dodecanoyl-1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine

ΔV surface potential
π surface pressure

Figure 3. Mean molecular areas (panel A) and ΔV (panel B) vs the
length of theN-acyl chain length for binarymixtures of ceramide and
DMPC at 10 (9), 20 (b), 30 (2), and 40 (1) mN/m.
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